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Enzymatic transesterification for biodiesel production had recently become feasible because of decreasing prices on lipases. Development of computerized kinetic model allows fast simulation of different scenarios and facilitates optimization of the process. The complex process was divided into several individual blocks. Previous works presents analysis of esterification and hydrolysis illustrated. Currently analyses upon partial glycerides were carried on. Catalytic features of the liquid lipase Callera Trans L (TLL) were investigated and compared with the immobilized enzyme Novozym 435 (N435). The corresponding rate constants were evaluated. The most interesting observation concerned difference in the apparent equilibrium constants (KeqTLL > KeqN435), which apparently contradicts the laws of thermodynamic. Water phase under the reaction with liquid TLL is apparently less dispersed compared to the reaction with Nvz435. The carrier particles of the Nvz435 are suspended in the oil – biodiesel phase and come into a periodical contact with the water phase under agitation. Superfine reverse micelle has high hydrolytic activity and large droplets have low activity. In the TLL system the balance is shifted to large droplets if using agitation similar to that of N435 system. Therefore, substitution of a “dry catalyst” N435 by “wet catalyst” TLL will not cause a dramatic accumulation of fatty acid under biodiesel conversion. Another difference between “dry” and “wet” catalysts concerned dependencies of the reaction velocity on the enzyme concentration (linear and hyperbolic, respectively). Liquid enzyme is dissolved in water and requires a contact with oil-water interface. The suitable sites are gradually saturated, and the excessive enzyme does accelerate the reaction. Reaction behavior of partial glyceride (mono-, di-, glycerol) were also observed and some point performs inhibits the progress of esterification. Using partial glyceride in the analyses also provide several rate constants and a new equilibrium observation which is essential for the whole kinetic model. Immediate observations show that, addition of water in the partial glyceride reactions using liquid enzyme gave a much similar result as observed in previous block of the model. 


